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conscripts' ballads which, if they mention a master, it is the King
of Prussia, and if they mention an enemy, it is France. With
identifications such as these, the Five Brothers seems singularly
isolated in the fifteenth century.
The ninth century has been claimed for the antiquity of 'dainos*.
I do not know on what evidence the claim is based, nor whether
any attempt has been made to distinguish between the word in the
general sense of 'song' and the poems of precisely the modem
mould and texture. The claim cannot be supported, at least, by
reference to the numerous pagan 'dalnos', which refer to the
thunder-god Perkuns, Luck and Ill-luck (Laime and Nelaime), the
Moon-god and Sun-goddess, Zemyna who governs earth, and the
deities of the sea. The bigamy of the Moon-god is thus recorded :
Moon brings the Sun, a bride, home,
'twas in the first of Springtides.
The Sun arose so early,
her had the Moon deserted.
Alone the Moon did ramble
and wooed the Star of Morning.
But Perkuns, filled with fury,
he swung his sword and cleft him.
'Why'st thou the Sun deserted ?
why wooed the Star of Morning,
by night a lonely rambler?'
(Rhesa 27, Leskien, Lit. Les. i.)
According to another version (Nesselmann 4), the god split an oak
and sprinkled blood on a maiden's frock; the blood could only be
cleansed when nine suns rose on a happy morning. These whimsical
pranks of the deities give a childish charm to the 'dainos'; and it is
a pretty touch, in some orphan ballads, to declare that the orphan's
only kin are Moon, Sun, and Stars.
The Latvian Mamas' offer us more intimate glimpses, though
tantalizing. A vast amount of detail is preserved in Barons' col-
lection in nearly twelve hundred songs; but as they are so
short, one seldom gets more than a stray note. Some are charming
vignettes:
The Sun at even goes to bed
and she bedecks the forest's summits:
she gives the lime a golden crown,

